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About Our Club
The Sydney Bush Walkers Club was formed in 1927 for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together;
enabling them to appreciate the great outdoors; establishing a regard for conservation and promoting social
activities. The Club’s main activity is bushwalking but we also have other activities such as cycling, kayaking
and social events.
Our Walks Program (published quarterly) features day walks on most Saturdays and Sunday, some midweek
walks and overnight weekend walks. Extended walks are organised in areas such as the Snowy Mountains
and the Warrumbungles, as well as interstate and overseas trips.
Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on Wednesday evenings (See Social Program) at Kirribilli
Neighbourhood Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station).
Visitors and prospective members are welcome

Office Bearers
Members are welcome to contact the
following officers on club matters:
President:
9419 2507 (h)

Ron Watters
wattersr@bigpond.net.au

Vice President:

Ian Wolfe

612 9904 3370 (h) ianmcwolfe@hotmail.com
Secretary:

Helen MacDonald

8212 5468(h)

macdonald-helen@bigpond.com

Walks Secretary:
9943 3388(h)
9130 7263 (h)
8920 2386 (h)

Kathy Gero

kathymg73@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Leigh McClintock
mcclintock@unwired.com.au

New Members Secretary: Emmanuelle Convert &
Vivien de Remy de Courcelles
0435 030 201 (m) newmembers@sbw.org.au
Magazine Editor:
4284 0616 (h)

Melinda Turner

Bill Hope

bill.hope@optusnet.com.au

Delegates to Confederation:
9520 7081 (h)
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The summer season short course rogaine is well
under way with great participation from SBW
members.
The objective of rogaining is to collect the highest
score by finding checkpoints within a set time limit.
Members have been spending 45 minutes in the
twilight around Sydney, honing their point to point
navigation skills. They also have a lot fun while
doing so.
These are wonderful social occasions and easily
fitted in after a day at the office. A great way to
practice the navigational skills that are so necessary
in the bush.
It’s just over a month till the fabulous SBW
Christmas Party. This is an excellent occasion to
catching up with old acquaintances.
Let’s
celebrate the Christmas season in style.
Summer is coming. It is a time for short, easier
walks that visit locations offering lots of swimming
opportunities and a relaxed social atmosphere;
always lots of fun!

editor@sbw.org.au

Committee Member:
9960 1646(h)

The President Says

Tony Holgate

tholgate@optusnet.com.au

Social Secretary:

www.sbw.org.au

Jim Callaway

I look forward to seeing you all soon.
Ron Watters
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From the Editor
Hello every one,
This month’s magazine has lots of articles about recent walks sent in by our leaders. I’m sure you appreciate
reading their accounts as much as I do!
You too can send in your account of any trips you may have done. Tell us all about your experiences both good
and bad!
I particularly appreciate Tim Yewdall’s account of his hikes in the US. Definitely an interesting account of how
things don’t always go as planned. It takes certain courage to tell the good and the bad! Don’t worry Tim; it
will be cooler next time!
Take care as we go into the warmer months. Don’t forget that extra water.
Melinda Turner
turner.melinda@gmail.com

From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings from the Committee Meeting on 3rd November 2010.
The meeting opened at 7pm with 8 Members present and 3 absent with apologies.
The Minutes for the October meeting were confirmed.
Correspondence:
• Email from Terry Moss offering to put canyon trips on the walks program. Agreed suitably qualified. Email
received from Tom Brennan offering to put canyon trips on walks program. Agreed suitably qualified.
Treasurer’s Report:
• Report for October approved. Accounts approved for payment: KNC $700, Don Finch (Coolana) $240, Kathy
Gero (social expenses) $30, Patrick James (Coolana) $69.19, All Aid Training (balance o first aid training)
$1700.
• 36 unfinancial members are currently listed. Agreed to archive and remove from SBW email groups.
New Members Secretary’s Report:
The Committee welcomed the following full members to the club: Nicole Bailey, Lauren De Lange, Renee Gruber, Rod
Hastie, Gail Hansen, Saeid Ghasempour Moghaddam, Martin Samocuik, Andreas Ojong and Sonja Steidle. .
General Business:
• Clarification of Q criteria: 2 Q day walks + 1 x Q overnight walk, or 2 x Q overnight walks + 1 x Q day walk,
or 3 x Q overnight walks. Walks should be with different leaders.
• Q criteria when re-joining the club: Committee agreed that a Membership could lapse for maximum of 6
months without losing any Q walks already obtained.
• Paddling Committee – emailed to SBW paddling community for comment.
• Membership list: to be emailed / posted to all full and prospective members with the next magazine.
• Revision of Constitution: ongoing draft revisions being put forward.
• Confederation: proposal to change to quarterly meetings. SBW responded to leave at monthly meetings.
Next meeting: Wednesday 1st December 2010
Helen MacDonald
Secretary

Please welcome the following new members
Nicole Bailey
Lauren De Lange
Renee Gruber
Rod Hastie
Gail Hansen
Saeid Ghasempour Moghaddam
Martin Samociuk
Andreas Ojong
Sonja Steidle
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The Passages of Time / October 22- 4
Tony Holgate

Happy campers at Discovery Cave

A long weekend, rain, more rain, scrub, scrambling, an amazing area, great company and lots of laughs.
This is a classic walk that was previously done over 2 days. However the firetrail being locked off adds about
another 25 km to the walk.
Most of us drove down Friday night and camped at Tianjara Falls. We were walking by about 7:30 am Saturday.
After the firetrail it gets interesting with no tracks and several interesting passes. The first pass is Blaydon's
Pass, a series of narrow (very) that take you down through a 65m cliff. Usually the views are great, but there
was some mist hanging about with intermittent views. After the pass the ridge falls rapidly to Booligal Creek. A
short distance down Boolijah and we were quickly climbing a ridge to the south. There were patches of thick
and scratchy scrub. One of the prospective members had trouble with the conditions, but we were soon
climbing the next pass through the cliffs and onto the plateau. From there we then skirted the edge of the
plateau and into Danjerra Creek about Crawfords Falls. From there we crossed over to the cliff above
Bundundah Creek and Discovery Cave. After a little searching, we found the pass down and were in the cave by
about 5:30pm. It was a long day. We quickly set up camp in one of the best camp caves I know and settled in
for a night around the fire.
Sunday dawned and it was still raining. After a leisurely breakfast, four of us set out to explore the Passages of
Time. This "feature" consists of rock spires, slots, tunnels, caves and small canyon-like creeks all carved into
interesting sandstone and conglomerate rock. At times, it is a sort of maze. The tall trees and profusion of
orchids add to the atmosphere. We spent about 5 hours wandering around and through this area before heading
back to camp. That night we had an extended "happy hour" to celebrate a birthday. An excellent party was had
by all. It rained all night.
Monday an early start - we were up at 5:30 and left camp by 6:30 am. After climbing back up the pass, we
made out way to the north, through a saddle and another pass onto a small unnamed plateau. After navigation
(at times variably) and wading through fields of wildflowers, we made our way to the top of knife-edge ridge,
through another pass and down an extremely steep ridge above Danjerra Creek. From there we made out way
back to and up Blaydon's Pass and along the firetrail. Were back at the cars by about 6:00 pm. A very long day.
Participants were:
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Tony Holgate
Lauren de Lange (P)
Genevieve Avery (P)
Peter Love
Grace Love
Hoa-Han Nguyen (P)
Jim Close
Renee Gruber (P)
Trang Nguyen (P)
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Jervis Bay kayaking – and other areas / Oct 2 – 6
Mark Dabbs
Ok, it was a little longer than a typical weekend. Some of us were on holidays, others not working and others
somehow managed to get the time off.
Participants – not in any order of specialty … other than the captain, Mark Dabbs – sort of the leader but that
was debatable at times, Don Andrews – the instructor and stirrer, Rick Angel – never a feather ruffled no
matter what, Hubert Habicht – the ever faithful fisherman who yet again managed to supply us with fish (but
only when the captain was out of camp!!) and Patrick McNaught – unstoppable and always joking around.
A lovely, motley bunch to spend a few days around Jervis Bay with.
Some of you may remember the forecast – rain, then some possible rain, then some possible showers, some rain
and maybe a little dampness in the air .. But not for us. Well, not when it counted.

Friday saw Don and I arrive mid-day at Honeymoon Bay on Beecroft Peninsular – Jervis Bay. A short afternoon
paddle of a few hours while the sun was shining and the wind was down. Everyone else arrived at varying times
on Friday. Patrick somehow managed to end up at an RSL club. He said by accident. However, after some
sketchy directions he managed to locate us along with the other 200 campers enjoying the long weekend.

Saturday morning arrived with a few showers but little wind. Braving the elements we all decide to start with
no ran jackets. A good decision as the weather cleared but remained overcast. We paddled around to Target
Beach and check out the surf. Due to the small swell we found a spot to land that was wave free. Then onto a
little “hidden” camping spot. Nobody there! A lunch stop, and then paddled off to view the cliffs of Point
Perpendicular. Absolutely magic!! It was the best conditions imaginable. Almost no swell and the wind from the
NE meant we were well shelter. There are many sea caves, inlet, recesses, rock gardens and coves just itching
to be investigated. The cliffs are high!! If you look up without care you end up turning the kayak over!! We
were able to get within half a metre of the cliffs. These cliffs are shear, no rock fall at the base, the water is
5-10 metres deep but was perfectly clear. The views were out of this world.
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Jervis Bay kayaking – and other areas / Oct 2 – 6 cont.

After traversing the base a few intrepid soles ventured out past Point Perpendicular to check out the true
swell. It was virtually nil!

Our return to the camping cove was uneventful. It was still deserted. We managed to find a few spots for our
tents and ate just before the rains came. Not only rain but buckets and buckets of rain. One tent, which had
quite a few years on it, managed to keep it’s occupant awake with the old Chinese torture … drip, drip, drip
straight onto his face. That tent is heading for the bin I understand!!
The following day arrived free of rain. Another early start of 10.00am was achieved for our 1 hour paddle back
to honeymoon Bay. A short car trip up to Point Perpendicular Light house followed by a walk to check out the
Marlin fishing spot. I understand it is the only place where you can catch Marlin from the land! Unfortunately I
had to sit around for their return due to a few broken bones in my foot … not from this trip!! The sun was out,
the wind was up a little, the views magnificent in all directions. The perfect day. I was not complaining!
Again rain during the night starting just as we started dinner. However, Don had his little house on the back of
his truck. With a little manoeuvring we all managed to squeeze in for a very social evening. Thanks Don for
allowing us to come in with dirty feet, sloppy food, smelly clothes and make a good mess for you!!
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Jervis Bay kayaking – and other areas / Oct 2 – 6 cont.
Next day, true to form, the rain cleared and we sped off to inspect the coast line stopping at Hare Point to
inspect a side creek. Besides the enormous mud flats, shallow, weed infested water the going was easy .. Not
sure who suggested we go here but nobody owned up!! As it turned
out, there was a good camp spot for future trips. Our return was a
tad interesting with a following 15 knot breeze to move us along. My
sail worked a treat but the others were somewhat jealous so had to
take it down eventually.
Patrick unfortunately had to return for work on Tuesday. We were
now 4 adventurous soles.
For a change we had a rain free night. Packed the next morning and
head off towards the Shoalhaven River. Various options were
investigated including camping in a “retreat” but decided that $80
for a night of camping was a bit steep. We ended up paddling across
to Coolana for the night. A great place with beautiful views. Before arriving we checked out a few rapids in out
sea kayaks. Not really designed for the rapids, specially loaded with overnight camping gear. An interesting
paddling UP them. I always thought you were meant to paddle DOWN rapids …, which we did on our return.
Another great, peaceful night. This time with no partying going on as
happened on our last night at Honeymoon Bay. They partied till
3.00am!! Not us. Other campers.
Our final day saw Hubert and Rick leave early. They had things to do
back home. Don and I did a short paddle up to Yarrunga Creek and
back. About 40km round trip before I headed home. A brilliant sunny
day despite the predicted rain. Again, fantastic area and some good
potential camp sites for future trips.
Don had leave until the following day so he remained for a pleasant
solo paddle.
Back home I understand it rained for the whole of the long weekend and the additional 2 days. We were very
fortunate to have great weather with a fun bunch of people.
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The Remote Area First Aid Course /
Oct 9 - 10
Pam Campbell
This is a course I would recommend to anyone wishing to
administer quality first aid to fellow bushwalkers, friends
and family.
The course ran for two days and was conducted by
instructors from Wild Aid at the Baden Powell Scout Hall,
Thornleigh which is in a bush setting and ideal for remote
area scenarios.
The cost of the course is subsidised by Sydney
Bushwalkers which makes it very attractive and I found it
to be a lot of fun.
Prior to the commencement of the course, participants
are required to complete pre course reading and a
questionnaire to familiarise themselves with the skills
required to handle snake bites, heart attack, broken
bones, applying CPR and many other emergency situations.

Clearing the airway

All 12 participants enjoyed that fact that the course was
conducted mostly outdoors with scenarios covering a
range of injuries from mild to very serious. Emphasis was
placed on responding quickly and treating the casualty for
possible spinal injury.
The number of injured people varied with each scenario
so that practice was gained in triage (the process of
determining the priority of patients' treatments based on
the severity of their condition).
Over the two days everyone had a turn at being a patient
and it became obvious to all of us that being reassured
when injured cannot be undervalued. Responding to an
emergency when you are a team is something we practiced
on the course. We learnt to work together and pool our
newfound skills instead of all rushing in and trying to help.

Checking the breathing

During the course, each scenario included using a mobile
phone or an EPIRB (Emergency Position-Indicating Radio
Beacon) or a PLB (Personal Locator Beacon) to call for
help. When communicating with outside assistance you
may be asked to give a grid reference using a map and
compass or a GPS so they know where you are.
The course provides participants with a comprehensive
First Aid Guide and an Emergency Reporting Notebook to
assist in recording dates, times and treatment.
First Aid Courses are advertised in the Sydney
Bushwalkers Walks Program and are usually held every 6
months.
Stopping the blood flow

If you are interested in doing a
First Aid Course email Bill Hope
bill@colong.com.au
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3 Peaks / Oct 2222-24
Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles

Vivien and Karl at the start, smiling

Arthur at the end, still smiling

We started from Katoomba station on Friday at 9pm after a very filling dinner at Café Zuppa. The night was
clear and the full moon provided enough light for walking without head torch on Narrow Neck. We were at
Taros Ladder by 11.47pm. We spotted fish while crossing the Coxs at about 3.25am. We reached Dexs creek
just before 6.30am despite a couple of stops on the way and chatted for 10 minutes with 2 walkers while
refilling our water containers. We entered our names in the Mt Cloudmaker logbook at 7.15am.
After a short break we went on toward Kanangra creek. I almost led the party to the top of the cliff on
Marooba Karoo but realised my mistake early enough so that we did not lose time. We were at Thunder Bend by
9.11am, taped our feet, ate, drank and collected water before the climb to Paralyser. By now the day was very
warm and having not slept the whole night made us feel like it was mid-afternoon. We summited Mt Paralyser
just before 11.30am and after the usual ritual of signing the book and eat something we kept on towards
Whalania creek. We went too much to the right forcing us to contour back onto our ridge. The dreaded time we
had to leave the ridge for the scree slope arrived all too early. With all the rocks we sent rolling down, it is a
wonder none of us was knocked off. Whalania creek was pumping making it difficult to cross (1.05pm). While
we were having our usual drink and refill, the storm that had been brewing for some time changed into a heavy
shower. Although easing a little, it kept raining on us for most of the remainder of the walk; not a bad thing on
the lower slopes of Nooroo buttress but a bit hairy at the top once you are on the quartzite spines with massive
drops on either side. It is also where we started feeling the strain of 19 hours continuous walking. From then on
most of what we said would not have been allowed on free air TV or radio without a strong language warning.
We made Guouogang at about 4.30pm: that was the 3 peaks in less than 24 hours! Any distance we walked
before camp was bonus so we kept going down over slippery rocks and logs while windy showers of rain were
keeping us awake. We reached a fairly sheltered saddle just before Mt Konangaroo at 7pm and made camp.
Having hot food was bliss. We were in bed by 9pm and fell into a dreamless sleep. Interestingly we all woke up
at around 2 am constantly dozing off and waking until 5.15am. After breakfast and packing, we were “on
track” at 6.05am nice and refreshed. It took us an hour to Konangaroo clearing. We did not bother with
removing shoes for the crossing of either Kanangra creek or the Coxs River as we were soaked to the bone
anyway. 8.40am saw us at Mt Yellow Dog and 9.55am at Mobbs soak where we took shelter in the cave to have
a hot cup of tea thanks to my trusty soda can stove. I was freezing by then as I was leading the way and got a
cold shower every time I touched a shrub. We made up for this hour long break by getting to Narrow Neck in
less than 2 hours. At first I felt relieved to walk on flat and easy going ground but it quickly got very boring,
probably owing to the fact that we could not see 100 m away as we were walking in a cloud: we had more
views at night at the start of the walk.
The Narrow Neck leg of the 3 peaks is a bit of an anticlimax for sure; let’s bring the 3 peaks closer to
Katoomba! We were at the gate at 2.45pm and back at the station at 3.51pm less than 43 hours after we
started and almost 3 hours before our scheduled arrival: well Karl’s scheduled arrival really; mine was for
8:59:59 pm!
Thanks to Arthur and Karl for sharing the experience with me and special thanks to Karl for pointing us in the
right direction when I went astray and on the section I did not know.
Participants were:

Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles
Arthur Panopoulos
Karl Miller
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‘A Wild Night Out' / October 2323-24
Dirk Goes
Three adults (Caroline, Linda & myself) and five children
(Zachary - 9, Jessica - 8, Jodi - 7, Kai - 7, Christopher - 6) set
off from Garie Beach on an overnight hike to North Era in the
Royal National Park. It was a clear hot October morning as we
climbed the big hill which separates Little Garie from North Era.
All the children carried a backpack of their own with a share of
the gear. No complaints were heard about the weight and the
children were out in front as usual. For all the children except
Kai it was their first camping experience. It was also Caroline's
first ever overnight hike and Linda's first overnight hike with her
children.
We set up camp before lunch and then headed off to explore
Burning Palms Beach. The children swam, played in the rock
pools and we ate lunch. At this point ominous clouds started to
roll in from the south west. From the beach we were able to
watch fascinating cloud formations form and reform as a long
string of shapes jutting out towards the horizon. Thunder and
lightning meant it was time to leave the beach and hike back to
camp. We all got wet hiking back but the storm cleared on
reaching our tents.

Happy Campers

We then spent an enjoyable afternoon at North Era under
leaden but stable skies. The children undertook a major
damming project at the little stream running out onto North Era
beach. Luckily we cooked dinner early (a couple of new stoves
were broken in) before it started raining gently. We retired to
Zac and Jodi's tent for a game of 'Uno'.
After we all went to sleep at around 8pm the wind turned to the
south and the rain became heavier. The intensity of the wind

Camp at Burning Palms

slowly increased until it peaked at around 3am. It was now gale
force. The wind was so strong that it blew rain up under the fly
of my tent, straight through the mesh and into my sleeping bag
which I had zipped open. Shortly afterwards Linda came
running over to report that her tent had collapsed. I had to put
Zac and Jodi in my tent huddled together with Kai under two
sleeping bags while Linda and I re-orientated and re-pitched her
tent. Luckily we were successful and Zac and Jodi were able to
return to their tent.

All the children carried their own
backpacks and share of the gear!

The next morning everyone woke up in good spirits. We had
breakfast, packed up and the children happily explored around
the campsite in the mist and rain. We hiked back through the
storm with the boiling ocean by our side. A couple of fishermen
sheltering at the Garie surf-club gave us puzzling looks and that
was the end of our wild night out.
Well done to all the first time campers! This group is ready for
South-West Tassie!

Special Attention Leaders
In submitting walks reports electronically please address your emails to:walksreporting@sbw.org.au
brading123@optusnet.com.au
databasemanager@sbw.org.au
This ensures that the 5 people who take action on Walks Reports receive them promptly.
10.
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Mt Owen and the Shrouded Gods / Oct 2323-24
Richard Pattison
This was to be an exciting weekend of scrambling in the Budawangs, with the highlight being a rarely climbed
ascent of Mount Owen from the south, straight up the nose of the ridge.
We car pooled down to Long Gully in the Budawangs on Friday night, the first group prepared a welcoming fire
to act as a beacon for the next two cars. We enjoyed a relaxing drink by the fire under clear starry skies before
turning in for the night.
The forecast for the weekend was rain, but we began on Saturday
morning under clear skies and a warm breeze like the European “Fern”
wind, the front was pushing the warm air forward. We hoped to reach
our designated camp cave early afternoon before the phantom clouds
materialised. Our adventure began along the tranquil reaches of the
Yadboro River, we made quick progress
through light bush and soon arrived at a flat bend, the leader managed
to locate the old 4WD track on the other side of the Yadboro, leading
towards Mt Owen. I was surprised that in our 12 hours by the Yadboro
not a single leech was encountered; surely they must be preparing an
ambush for our return!

The nose of Mt Owen

We wandered along the old 4WD track and soon arrived under the ramparts of Mount Owen’s lower cliff-line. A
50m chimney provides the break through the lower cliff line, there are a couple of technical moves low down
to gain the chimney, but all members climbed comfortably and we emerged on to a balcony above for morning
tea, we sheltered from the stiff breeze behind hakea and beheld fine views east to Pigeon House, south and
west across wilderness and state forest.
We continued on, following a vague track through thick scrub on the
half way ledge, leaving most of the team with war wounds to tell the
tale. We reached the ramp that provides access through the upper cliff
line, it was an exciting scramble with exposure, a couple of sections
requiring some climbing skill with the aid of tree roots, which the group
managed with ease. We triumphantly stood on top of Mount Owen and
enjoyed 270 degree views, enjoying lunch at the logbook surveying the
view east to the coast with the beckoning clouds drawing nearer.
We raced across Owen to beat the rain, but were far too quick and
reached the Mt Cole camp caves early afternoon, way too early to stop!
So, we decided to press on for Sunrise cave under the Seven Gods
Richard on top of Mt Owen
pinnacles for the night, upon entering Monolith Valley the leader
delegated the lead to Melinda, who successfully appointed the men as battering rams to forge a way through to
our awaiting cave, we arrived at 4pm just before the rain, winner.
It was a cosy evening by the fire watching the rain fall and enjoying good conversation and company. The rain
had ceased by morning, but the bush still held enough water to fill Warragamba. Sunday began at 8am and by
8.03am the whole team were soaked to the skin.
We enjoyed the delights of Monolith Valley, it never ceases to leave you in awe of nature. Following the rain,
Monolith Valley was flooded in places, the leader managed to ford a 2m wide creek that reached up to his
waist, Marcia avoided the ford by monkey climbing across branches, however, the remaining 6 boringly
managed to avoid any excitement by simply walking 10m further and stepping across the creek. Too easy!
We took morning tea on Shrouded Gods Mountain with great immediate views of the surrounding formations;
the handline was “handy” with the wet slippery rock. The final section of the climb required a “Vertical Limit”
style crevasse jump, the leader needs to calibrate his adrenalin index next time, but Peter & Rich continued to
the top for spectacular views to Byangee Walls (named by SBW members apparently).
Finally, we left Monolith Valley behind, heading for the castle, and then descended Kalianna ridge back to the
cars. We stopped at Kiama on the way home for fish and chips by the blow hole; the council must have paid
their rates for the weekend because it was working. Although apparently there is a far better “locals only”
blow hole down the coast, we’ll have to check that out next time. A great weekend away in a very special
place, still so much remains to see in the Budawangs, it’ll keep SBW busy for the next couple of centuries :o)
Participants were:

Richard Pattison (leader)
Marcia Kaye
Melinda Turner
Ian Thorpe
Sue Bucknell

Peter Hinchy
Steve Dolphin
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Hiking in USA
Tim Yewdall
The Grand Canyon National Park is in Arizona USA. It is an area of natural beauty that you wouldn’t see
anywhere else in the world. It was here that I had dreamed of walking and last month set off with a couple
from Michigan & a guide for a 4 day walk from North Rim to South Rim.
I had been concerned about the heat. Just 2 days earlier I was at Disneyland with my family when Los Angeles
had its hottest day ever on record – 113° F or 45° C – and it was “fall” not even summer! I don’t normally walk
in the heat of summer & certainly not in temperatures like that! But I had planned this trip for 5 months and
was told that end September / early October was the best time to go.
So off we set – we left Flagstaff at 5am and drove through the Arizona desert country to our starting point at
the North Rim Trailhead. It was extremely hot when we started and we knew we were in for a testing time.
From the North Rim Trailhead, it was about a 4000 ft drop to our campsite at Cottonwood on Day 1. The track
down was winding but well defined. There were many people riding mules coming up the other way
(fascinating). There were many desert plants along the way, especially huge Cactus plants.
The campsite at Cottonwood was very close to Bright Angel Creek.
On Day 2 we hiked another 11 – 12 hours during the day. The track to Phantom Ranch ran parallel to Bright
Angel Creek, which eventually runs in to Colorado River in the depths of the Grand Canyon. This was ideal as it
provided many swimming opportunities in the extreme heat. It was around 40°C during the day and only cooled
to around 30°C during the nights.
I can’t explain how hot it was! I’ve never felt anything like it before! Despite plenty of fluids, electrolytes &
good nutrition it all become to much for me and I spent the night at Phantom Ranch vomiting due to heat
stroke. The next morning I was evacuated by helicopter from the Ranger’s Station with a drip in my arm.
After a few hours in the medical centre, too many medical tests and another drip I was released & taken back
to Flagstaff.
This certainly wasn’t how I thought my trip would end – I never once thought I wouldn’t make it. The heat was
cruel!
The next day I met up with my wife and daughter and after seeing the sites of Las Vegas we went to Yosemite
National Park a few days later. What a beautiful place! Fully recovered from the ordeal of the Grand Canyon I
set off on 3 daily hikes in this much cooler place.
1st day I set off at 7.30am from the Four Mile Trailhead. As I walked up the steep ascent towards Glacier Point
I met up with a couple of locals doing the same hike so we walked together for the rest of the day. We passed
Glacier Point & followed the Panorama Trail to Illilovette Falls & then on to Nevada Falls. From here we
turned off down the John Muir Trail that links with the trail that took us back to Yosemite Lodge. It was a 9
hour hike in total & a great day.
Next day I walked the trail to Upper Yosemite Falls. This was an out and back trip with a steep climb up
through rugged forest terrain and hot sum (but nothing like Grand Canyon)!
On my last day I began my ascent of about 4 miles towards Glacier Point. After reaching there, I followed the
trail to Sentinel Dome. – a half dome rising out of the ground. Along with several others, I climbed to the top
of this and from here there are 360 degree sweeping views of the valley. From Sentinel Dome I hiked out to
Taft Point. This place is truly amazing. From the lookout point there was a sheer drop of 7000 feet down to
the bottom of the Yosemite Valley. It was quite frightening to look over & view the valley floor from this
vantage point so high up!
If you ever get the chance to visit Yosemite National Park I highly recommend it. Beautiful scenery, easy &
difficult walks, day walks and overnight walks. And much easier going than the Grand Canyon in extreme heat!

Half Dome
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Upper Yosemite Falls
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010
Stephen Brading
Leaders: After an activity please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
brading123@optusnet.com.au
databasemanager@sbw.org.au
This ensures that the 5 people who take action on Walks Reports receive them promptly.
Please keep the signature sheets as these are a legal document.

Date, Walk Location & Route
1-4 OCT – 4 days XC Skiing – (Medium)
KNP, Guthega –Mt Tate:
Guthega - Consett Stephens Pass - Mt Tate - Mt Andersen - Twyhnam, Guthega – base camp
and XCing off Mt Andersen.
Activity Report:
Trip went as planned with 7 participants
SAT 2 OCT – Day Walk – L211
26km
Sydney Harbour Circular Walk:
Walk report:
Word soon got out that this was Dan’s first time leading a walk, and the topic of conversation
was about how many I could lose along the way. We started at Luna Park and walked around
the harbour in an anti clockwise direction. A route was chosen along the more scenic
backstreets to avoid the busy main roads where possible. By late morning the weather started
to take a turn for the worse with occasional heavy rain showers. On approaching Darling
Harbour the temptation to head home via the city centre was just too much for many;
however 5 made it back across the blustery Harbour Bridge to complete the 26km walk.

WEEKEND 1-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M222 (Medium)
Bindook Highlands:
Goodman Ford (2.5 hrs from Sydney) - Wollondilly River - Barrallier - Murruin Creek - 500m
slow climb to Bindook Highlands - Bindook and Tomat Falls - Bullnigang Ridge - Barrallier Goodmans Ford.
Walk Report:
Melinda’s comment: Spirits stay high on this very wet week end as we explored new country
and interesting challenges. Some novel accommodation was found with Rosemary earning the
‘GT award’ for fire lighting skills in the rain. Refer to Bill Capon for description of the ‘GT
award’.
LONG WEEKEND 1-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M222 (Medium)
Paddle Kangaroo River and Yurrunga Creek from Tallowa Dam:
Base camp at the Admiral’s (hon.) remote ferny flat camp site. Swim, fish, relax.
Paddle cancelled / Participants attended Mark Dabbs’ trip / See Mark Dabbs’ article
LONG WEEKEND 2-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M223 (Medium) Q 55km and 1200m climbing
Morton NP:
Blaydon's Pass - Boolijah Creek - Danjerra Plateau - Crawford Falls - Discovery Cave –
Bundundah Creek - The Passages of Time and return.
Walk Report:
See magazine article

LONG WEEKEND 2-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M233E
Q
Pantoneys Crown and the Blue Rocks:
Fire trail to Baal Bone Gap-Cliff top to Baal Bon point-Ridge to southern pass Pantoneys
Crown-Summit Pantoneys-camp-Northern pass-junction Crown creek and blue rock creekPoint Stewart-Hughes defile-Camp-Blue rock gap-McLean’s pass-Great divide
Walk Report:
Great 3 day walk when the rain fell mostly at night. Excellent company offering plenty of help
with the navigation. We’ll have to get back on clearer days to enjoy more views and do more
exploring. Longer walk report to appear in magazine.

Activity Participants
Ian Wolf
6 Others

Daniel Laver
Yoke Lee (P)
Connie Lee (P)
Huw ap Rees
Eleanor Sum (P)
Claire Doran (P)
Lily Ng (P)
Alex Griffiths (V)
Nicole Bailey (P)
Lisa Sheldon
Brian Surin
Tanja Amanovic (P)
Helen Lalas
Christine Graf (P)
Rae Ogilvie
Bill Capon
Marella Hogan
Rosemary McDougal
Kath Mullane
Stanley Wong
David Trinder
Melinda Turner

Tony Holgate
Jim Close
Lauren de Lange (P)
Renee Gruber (P)
Genevieve Avery (P)
Grace Love
Peter Love
Trang Nguyen (P)
Hoa-Han Nguyen (P)
Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Alitia Dougall
Marcia Kaye
Jodie Dixon
Sue Bucknell
Christina Day
Peter Hinchy
Ian Thorpe
Paul Barton
Arthur Panopoulos
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
LONG WEEKEND 2-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M222E (Medium)
Gardens of Stone NP:
Newnes - Mt Dawson - Collett Gap - Woolpack Gap - Hughes Defile - Blue Rock Gap - McLean
Pass - Baal Bone Gap.
Walk Report:
Excellent long weekend trip with excellent company. Only problem was that Huey decided to
be unkind to us. Rain started as we collected water for our first camp and the clouds moved in
as we made for camp on our first night. Happy hour was held around the camp fire due to the
rain, which was pretty much typical for the rest of the weekend. Sunday morning had visibility
down to about 100m with small breaks during the day, so views were kept to a minimum. Wet
leaves and fallen timber made the going difficult during the day but we managed to get into
camp at Woolpack Rock before dark, collecting water off the rock faces around camp. Huey
felt sorry for us, so he stopped the rain long enough for us to cook and eat dinner and then
turned it back on again for the rest of the evening. There was a rock / tree fall during the
night which made us happy we had chosen a high camp, as the rocks and trees came crashing
down into the valley. There was also a little excitement during dinner when a funnel web
spider decided to walk through the middle of our kitchen – must have been in one of our logs
on the fire – I had to teach him how to fire walk as there was some concern as to who’s
sleeping bag he was going to spend the night in. Monday was again very misty with light rain
but the going was a lot easier as we followed a track most of the way which was formed by a
herd of stampeding animals led by Vivien. But I must say that the herd did scatter on
occasions as their track tended to disappear when it got into open country. We eventually got
back to our cars around 7 pm (DST) which meant we were not going to make the 8 pm closing
time of the kitchen at Lithgow Workers Club, so we decided to make our separate ways home
picking up food where ever we were still able. All in all, great weekend with a great group of
people, in a great bushwalking area, in unpleasant weather conditions.
SUN - MON 3-4 OCT – Long Weekend Walk – M222
2 Day Gourmet Weekend Walk To the Colo River:
Mountain Lagoon – Gospers Ridge – Mailles Ridge – Colo River, camp at Colo Meroo or nearby return.
Walk Report:
Rain, rain & more rain, with just the occasional glimpse of the Colo river and spectacular the
Wollemi wilderness when the clouds cleared. The wildflowers were just gorgeous - an
abundance of yellow pea flowers and several magnificent waratahs. After walking all day
through the drenching rain we were rewarded at camp with a huge and very dry shed, set up
with picnic tables and some very nice Newcastle Ramblers who had the fire going and the billy
on the boil which they generously shared with us. Our party had brought along some delicious
gourmet food and wine for our buffet dinner which thanks to the shed was not spoilt by the
weather. Despite the rain, (and the leader getting bitten on the toe by a bull ant in the
middle of the night – ouch! I’m beginning to rethink the tarp option), we all had a very
enjoyable weekend. And where better to finish a gourmet weekend but at the Apple Bar for
dinner.
2-7 OCT – Extended Activity – Medium
Jervis Bay: - Kayaking
Activity Report:
Stayed first night at Honeymoon Bay – Jervis bay.
Saturday Paddled from Honeymoon Bay to Point Perpendicular and camped on small beach
near Target Beach. Fantastic weather conditions – no swell, very little wind. Could paddle
right up to the cliffs. Very clear water.
Sunday returned and camped at Honeymoon Bay again. Same day went to view Point
Perpendicular lighthouse.
Monday paddled to Hare Point on Jervis Bay. Great camp site but very low lying land, so long
walk from the shore. Paddled back to Honeymoon Bay in following wind which helped our
return trip.
Tuesday 4 of us continued onto Shoalhaven River where we paddled up a few rapids, then
paddled back down and stayed the night at Coolana. Clear day with some sun.
Wednesday the remaining 2 paddled up to Yarrunga Creek and back – about 40km round trip.
Sunny day.
2-9 OCT – Extended Activity – Medium
Bundanoon: - Day Walks with Northern Rivers Bushwalking Club
Activity Report:
This is the first walk that was run with the Northern Rivers Bushwalking Club as part of our
reciprocal agreement.
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Activity Participants
Tony Manes
Rachael Brennan
Tom Brennan
Jon Bracs (P)
Melissa Mole (P)
Marion Davies

Linda Tarran
Julian Martin
Jacqui Pearse
Bob Eggleton
Jenny Edwards
Sun Clement
Kerrie Allsop

Mark Dabbs
Don Andrews
Rick Angel
Hubert Habicht
Patrick McNaught

Ian Pick (NRBC)
Bert Carter (SBW)
Mary Carter (SBW)
& Others
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 9 OCT – Day Walk – Easy
9.7km
Metropolitan Area: - Northwest
Rhodes Railway station, down along the right bank of Parramatta River, crossing the River by
the Mortlake Ferry for lunch in Putney Park, t hen return via the parks on the left bank to
John Whitton Railway Bridge to Rhodes station.
Walk Report:
Saturday 9 October 2010 was a fine spring day, sunny, no rain, ideal for an English Language
Walk to wander around the middle reaches of the Parramatta River. Our party of seven circled
at about 0930 hours near Rhodes station. Five members and two prospective members
exchanged names, information, directions, etc all the usual stuff. That took about 5
minutes. We then crossed Concord Road and almost immediately lost two of the party who
took a slightly different start track and spent till lunchtime trying to catch-up with us. We of
course were behind them! The gang of seven, now depleted to five, lingered along the
Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway (back to normal after being vandalised). The Walkway
caused me to realise my lack of knowledge of the New Guinea campaign. I'm now almost
finished Paul Ham’s Kokoda, an excellent book.

Activity Participants
Patrick James
& 6 Others

We walked, had morning tea, walked some more, crossed the River, became a gang of seven
again, had lunch, walked some more, got to Rhodes again, had coffee, all good fun. On the
way home four of the party were on the train to the city. Although there was no problem
with going through to Central, three of us decided that getting off at Redfern was the thing to
do; so we did. After that is was home as usual. The Rhodes-Putney area is full of interest,
very early history circa 1790s, old properties, buildings, gardens; a good place to wander
around. Being a circular walk around a river as you glimpse the other bank you see where you
will be going to and after crossing the River by the punt you start to see the places where
you’ve been.

SAT 9 OCT – Day Walk – M232
Q
2 day walks around Bundanoon:
Gambells rest, Fairy Bower falls, walk along the top to Dimocks creek, following it to
Bundanoon creek. Downstream along Bundanoon creek to track heading back to the top and
Gambells rest.
Walk Report:
We were off by 9.30 am, admired Fairy Bower falls and had morning tea at one of the many
lookouts on the way to Dimocks creek. The going down a very green Dimocks creek was easier
than expected and we took a bit of time to work on our navigation skills, taking a back
bearing on the way to determine our position. Lunch was had at the junction with Bundanoon
creek. It was then a long slog down Bundanoon creek fronting some dense bush at times and
using a handline once but also admiring a few nice overhangs and honey comb rock
weathering. The going got slightly easier past the junction with Ferny creek. Tom and I had a
quick dip into the last pool before starting the long walk up. We were back at the campground
by 7 pm: not a record time but we all enjoyed the scenery and work on our navigation thanks
to Lily providing everyone with maps. The day was concluded by navigating our way through
the local pub and restaurants ending at the bowling club for dinner.

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Martin Samociuk (P)
Rebecca Lorch (P)
Jason Lorch (P)
Lily Ng (P)
Tom Brennan
Andreas Ojong (P)
Daniel Eckerman (P)

SUN 10 OCT – Day Walk – M232E
Q
2 day walks around Bundanoon:
Firetrail halfway between coalmine road and View Point, View Point and Larkins gap, pass
down to Bundanoon creek, Doyles gap, Bundanoon creek, Coal creek, View Point, back to
start.
Walk Report:
We had a rather late start just before 10 am following a disused firetrail past View Point and
then going down to Larkins Gap on a ridge where the faint remains of a trail could be seen at
time. We descended to Bundanoon creek following a gully bordered by some impressive cliffs.
It was then a rather steep climb up toward Doyles gap. We climbed the pinnacle there and
spent some times enjoying the views from its top: some beautiful cliffs and our route could be
seen. After lunch and coffee (thanks Shahram) we went back to Bundanoon creek via the
other side of the pinnacle where the vegetation seemed different. We rock-hopped our way
along Bundanoon creek to Coal creek and were rewarded with a nice little cascade. We then
scrambled on the massive boulders in coal creek until we had enough of it and found an
opening in the cliff that we used to go back to the ridge we followed in the morning. Compare
to what we had done so far the walk back to Larkins point and the car was easy with a stop
around View Point to admire the views one last time. A very enjoyable walk (thanks Paul) in
great company that ended at the Mittagong RSL.

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Shahram Landarani
Saeid Ghasempour (P)
Tom Brennan
Andreas Ojong (P)
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 10 OCT – Day Walk –M111
11km
Metropolitan Area: - South Head to North Head - Stage 13
Manly Wharf - East Esplanade - Little Manly Point - Collins Beach - North Head Sanctuary North Head - North Fort - Shelley beach - Manly Beach - Manly Wharf.
Walk Report:
Took the 9am ferry from Circular Quay. Met Nigel at Manly. Walked streets to Manly Point.
Good view. Morning tea at Little Manly Cove. By foot tracks to Collins Beach then road to
North Head Sanctuary. Hailed by a stranger and invited to view Queen Elizabeth II’s new
carriage which he had just finished building! Did so, and were suitably impressed by the
carriage and its (eccentric) builder. Followed the Gunners Walk to North Fort then road to
North Head. Toasted the end of the series of 13 monthly walks from South Head (which began
in October, 2009) then ate lunch. Saw whales breaching out to sea. Back to North Fort then
through the Sanctuary and coastal scrub via the track to a crowded Shelly Beach. Caught the
2.45pm ferry back to Circular Quay. Congratulations to Helen Lalas, the only walker (beside
the leader) to complete every one of the 13 stages from South Head.
SUN 10 OCT – Day Walk – M212
22km
Middle Harbour Foreshores:
Artarmon - Cammeray - Northbridge - Castlecrag - Castlecove - E Roseville - E Lindfield (Tryon
Rd Oval).
Walk Report:
Walk was mostly on harbour foreshore tracks, including faint old walking tracks around Sailors
Bay and Sugarloaf Bay with a few kilometres road walking.
WEEKEND 9-10 OCT – Weekend Activity – S211
10km
Wilderness First Aid Course:
Activity Report:
See magazine article
WEEKEND 9-10 OCT – Weekend Walk – S331E
14km
Kanangra Boyd NP:
Kanangra Walls - Mt Berry - descend north ridge to Kanangra Creek - up Danae Brook to the
Pooken Hole (‘Den of the Mist Monster’ on sketch map) - return Kanangra Creek –out via
Murdering Gully.
Walk Report:
Although quite short, this did turn out to be a rather challenging walk.
We followed a beautiful ridge line NW down in to Kanangra Creek from Mt Berry. A rather slow
trip up the creek saw us find a great little camp site at 354373. The next morning we downed
packs at the Danae/Kanangra Creek junction and headed up to visit the Pooken Hole. Danae
Brook is quite slow and overgrown so we made it the area just before the Pooken Hole before
we were forced to turn back due to time constraints. We came up a steep ascent directly on
to the Kilpatrick Causeway which then allowed us a quick trip back to the cars. Big thank you
to all my fellow explorers who accompanied me on this adventure.
10 – 11 OCT – Eurobodalla NP & Mimosa Rocks NP
On 10 and 11 October David and Maureen Carter were the only SBW members who walked
from Congo to Narooma through Eurobodalla National Park and then Mimosa Rocks NP from
Armands Bay to Tathra over the next 3 days. We were joined by three members of The Bush
Club. On the first 2 day walks we took the Bingie Bingie Track from Congo to Tuross Heads
admiring spring flowers along the bushland track but breaking onto the beaches occasionally.
The local Marine Rescue Service accepted our donation to take us across the Lake but we still
had to negotiate the swift flowing channel before walking Tuross Beach to spend the night at
Potato Point. The next day we followed the beaches to Dalmeny and then walked along the
track to Narooma for the night.
Our walk through Mimosa Rocks National Park was not only memorable for the peaceful
campsites close to the beach with their resident marsupials, but also for the kind people who
not only gave us permission to walk through private land but helped us on our way. We did
have to traverse two scrubby sections but there was plenty of time to walk through lightly
wooded areas complete with birdsong and to stroll the beaches watching the sparkling waters
for passing whales. We had five days without rain so when the expected deluge arrived we
abandoned our idea to walk from Merimbula (where we had finished in May) to Eden and will
enjoy what remains of Ben Boyd NP on my list for next time.
MON 11 OCT – Day walk – M211
Heathcote NP:
Heathcote - Gunners Pool - Heathcote Creek - Myuna Pool - Kingfisher Pool - Bondel Pool Yellow pool - Waterfall.
Walk Report:
While this has some of the best natural swimming holes in Sydney along beautiful Heathcote
Creek, it was a cool, overcast day with occasional rain. Not really swimming weather. But Jim
did tell us how SBW used to have a swimming festival in one of the pools. A small group had an
enjoyable day. There was plenty of water in the creeks.
16.

Activity Participants
Ian Rannard
Joanna Griffin (P)
Neena Wang (P)
Helen Lalas
Carol Werner
Rudi Werner
Nigel Wingate
Col Rannard (V)

Peter Cunningham
A Wells
(P)
Pamela Irvine
David Bell

12 Attendees

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
David Merrick
Sonja Steidle

Maureen Carter
David Carter
+ 3 Bush Club members

Tony Holgate
Jim Callaway
Daniel Parsa (P)
Lucy Sugiwaka (P)
Simon (V)
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

TUE 12 OCT – Day Activity
Cycling Down South:
Albion Park - Lake Illawarra - Barrack Point - Shell Harbour.
Activity Report:
We cycled the local Shell Cove area and then further afield to Shellharbour Village, on to
Windang and return. The weather was fine and cycling conditions superb.

Bill Holland
Rick Angel
Rudi Werner

SAT 16 OCT – Day Walk – M222
Royal National Park:
Helensburgh to the coast and then Otford.
Walk Report:
Stephen Dolphin stepped in to lead the walk because the proposed leader (David Trinder) was
not available. The walk followed the route of the first walk that the Club ever did in 1927,
that is Helensburgh station to the coast and down the coast to Otford to meet a train there.

Stephen Dolphin
Pam Campbell
Nicole Bailey
Sandra See

SAT 16 OCT – Day Walk – M212
15km
Middle Harbour Bushland:
Seaforth Oval - timber getter track - natural bridge - magazine track - lyrebird track –
cascades –Davidson.
Walk Report:
The walk went exactly as described in the program. The only notable issue was that it was
very windy day so that we packed our lunch time into 15 minutes

Shahram Landarani
& Others

SAT 16 OCT – Day Activity
Paddling Training: - Narrabeen Lakes
Don Andrews volunteered to run a weekend aimed at beginners. The first was targeted at real
beginners. Don even had a dry land "horse" so he could demonstrate strokes and everyone
could practice on dry land before even getting in the water where a team of volunteers
helped.

Don Andrews
Patrick Mc Naught
& 16 Others

SUN 17 OCT – Day Walk – M212
Erskine Creek to Glenbrook Creek:
Jack Evans Track - Nepean L/O - Breakfast Creek - Euroka - Glenbrook Ck - Leonora.
Walk Report:
Weather perfect. Aim was to walk from Erskine Creek gorge to Glenbrook Creek and rock hop
down to Leonray. Late start meant some catch up during the day. Lunch by Nepean River at
Eroka Creek where we observed jet skiers making lots of noise and waves. Fruit cake served at
Jellybean Pool. Leader a little under the weather due to huge surprise retirement party
thrown for him the night before. Group split at Jellybean with drivers retrieving their cars
before park gate closed, while remainder continued down Glenbrook Creek. Drivers after
moving cars walked from the end of the walk up the river track. Both groups met at the
Glenbrook Creek Nepean River junction. It was satisfying to have been able to parallel the
Nepean River for most of its length.
WEEKEND 16-17 OCT – Weekend Walk – S122
Blue Mountains NP:
Bell to Wollangambe Crater. Visit this interesting geological feature Camp in an overhang by
the river.
Walk Report:
The snow had been falling for a while by the time we reached the start of the walk at Bell.
Small drifts lay in hollows on the ground, and certain party members could be heard
complaining that they hadn't brought long pants! Rachel took charge of the navigation so the
leader could put his feet up and relax. It snowed on and off out to the Centre of the Universe
(994 point), where we found some shelter from the chill wind in the lee of the big pagoda. For
a bit of a change it began to hail, and did so intermittently until lunch, which we luckily
managed to find a great overhang to shelter under. Of course, the blue skies emerged almost
immediately, but not for long. Despite a couple of false tracks, we reached the camp cave in
good order and decided to settle in for the afternoon. A leisurely happy hour around a warm
fire was just the ticket. Danielle was not so happy the next morning to find a bush rat had
eaten her lunch roll. Ted headed off first to check out the birds, and the rest of us followed
shortly after around to Wollangambe Crater, where there were some nice campsites. Then it
was back along the ridges we had traversed the day before. Being sunny and warm, apart from
the wind, the weather was so completely different it may as well have been a different walk.
We were back at the cars before 3pm, so adjourned to Bilpin for apple pie and drinks. A great
part of the world with a great group.

Roger Treagus
Gisela Schaupp (P)
Richard Phillipps
Jan Dormor
Julian Martin
Tomoko Sugiwoka (P)
Veronica Thorpe (P)
Darryl Kite (V)
Jason Lorch (P)
Rebecca Lorch (P)
Marina Chan
Robert McIlwaine
Nigel Wende

Tom Brennan
Rachel Brennan
Dan Laver
Gemma Cowan [P]
Jim Close
Ted Nixon
Danielle Ozich [P]
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
18-22 OCT – Extended Activity
Mid-week Walkers - New England National Park:
Staying at "The Residence" at Banksia Point.
Walk Report received:
New England had 14 members attending. Walks in the area including Wrights lookout,
Woolpack Rocks, Cathedral Rocks and Ebor Falls
SAT 23 OCT – Day Activity – Easy
Navigational and First Aid Training:
Centennial Park.
Activity Report received:
Training started at 8.30 in Centennial Park with 3 trainers and 22 trainees. The trainees
were divided into 3 groups and they spend 2 hours with each trainer doing navigation, first
aid and bushcraft.
The weather was good until 3pm when the rain shortened the last lesson.
It was a pleasure to see so many talented people working their way towards full
membership.
Stephen’s comment:
That is a lot of trainees ……
Many thanks to the trainers David, Ron and Patrick for running this training.

SAT 23 OCT – Day Walk – M211 (Easy/Med)
19km
North Shore –Gordon to Narrabeen:
Gordon Station - Bungaroo Track - Middle Harbour Creek - Cascades - Bare Creek Track –
Heath Track - Belrose - Deep Creek - Narrabeen Lagoon for buses.
Walk Report:
After a late start, due to the leader trying to get to Gordon
but finding himself on a Chatswood to Hornsby train that
went via Epping, we eventually got underway. One nonstarter
had got the start time wrong, and caught up with us via taxi
as we entered the bush at Bungaroo Track. Saw a couple of
goannas, and a fine specimen of a water dragon, & lots of bird
life. A very pleasant walk starting in hot sunshine, relaxed
lunch at Wyatt Reserve, and then, towards the end, the
rumble of thunder. We got our wet weather gear out, but the
rain only sprinkled for 5 mins, so we were lucky. Ice creams
and milk shakes while waiting for the L90 bus at Narrabeen. A
good group and a very nice day out. And the next day it
poured with rain. Sometimes you just get lucky!
WEEKEND 23-24 OCT – Weekend Walk – S211
10km
Children’s Overnight Hike: Royal National Park:
Otford - Burning Palms - North Era (Camp) - Garie Beach.
See magazine article
22-25 OCT – 3 Day Walk – S233E
Budawangs NP: The Nose of Owen & Shrouded Gods Mountain:
Drive down Friday night to Long Gully. Scramble straight up the nose of Mount Owen.
Saturday night in a camp cave under Mount Cole. Walk back through Monolith Valley and
have Sunday lunch on Shrouded Gods Mountain, then down Kalianna Ridge to the cars.
See magazine article
22-25 OCT – 2 Day Walk – X333 (Extreme)
3 Peaks: - In under 48hrs
Katoomba station-Narrow neck-Medlow Gap-Coxs River-Strongleg buttress-Mount
Cloudmaker-Thunder Bend-Mt Paralyser-Whalania Creek-Mt Guouogang-Coxs river and back
the same way.
See magazine article
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Activity Participants
Bill Holland
& Others

David Trinder
Ron Watters
Patrick McNaught
Rebecca Lorch
Jason Lorch
Nicole Bailey
Martin Samociuk
Connie Lee
Rod Hastie
Ching, Sara
Roger Xue
Daniel Eckermann
Anna Thorwart
Andreas Ojong
Russell Walker
Meg Walker
Genevieve Avery
Gloria Roberts
Renee Neely
David Baker
Saeid
Sue Yap
Huw ap Rees
Corey Sylvester
Terry Fake
Richard Darke
RAD
Pamela Irving
Pam Morrison
Nigel Wingate
Terry Moss
Isabel Moss
Lisa Sheldon
Tim Fielding
Lena Ang (P)
David Bell
Melinda McNeil (P)
Christine McColl
Helen Lalas
Gill Whitney (P)

Dirk Goes
& Others

Richard Pattison
Marcia Kaye
Peter Hinchy
Melinda Turner
Sue Bucknell
Steve Dolphin
Ian Thorpe
Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Karl Miller
Arthur Panopoulos
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Walks & Other Activities October 1 – 31, 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
TUE 26 OCT – Day walk – Easy
8km
Royal NP:
Garie Beach- Thelma Ridge – Garawarra – Burning Palms and return.
Walk Report:
5 members + 2 prospectives - in fine weather we walked for Garawarra farm to North Era Burning Palms and returned via Palm Jungle.
WED 27 OCT to 1 NOV – Cycling Activity
Up to 65km per day
East Gippsland – Cycling on Maureen’s Meander to Melbourne:
Exploring on rail trails visiting places such as Nowa Nowa, Bairnsdale & Lakes Entrance.
Activity Report:
4 SBW members were joined by 4 NPA members to cycle the East Gippsland Rail Trail from
Bairnsdale to Orbost and we included a section of the Colquhoun State Forest along the
Gippsland Lakes Discovery Trail. We all enjoyed the views of emerald green countryside
complete with cattle and full dams as well as the shade from the native vegetation and
spring wildflowers, however the trestle bridges which were crossed by the steam trains had
us all clicking our cameras and wondering at the workmanship. Some eager cyclists covered
the distance both ways clocking up well over 60kms in a day but some of us preferred to
explore the local walks in the forest rather than do the return cycle but Kenn did both. On
the last two days 4 SBW members walked along 2 sections of the Victorian coast in Cape
Conran Coastal Park and Croajingalong National Park from Yeerung River east to Sydenham
Inlet. After 2 days of beach walking our feet were happy to relax in a car for the trip home
via Bombala and Cooma.
SAT 30 OCT – Day Walk – M222E
Q
15km
Kangaroo Valley area: - Morton NP
Carpark at end of Jacks Corner Rd. - Mt Moollattoo - western base of Mt Carrialoo (explore
western base for possible route to top) - Yarrunga Creek - return to cars via Griffins FT.
Report received:
Saturday was quite warm and we all felt the heat as we walked up and across Mt
Moollattoo. We skirted the base of Mt Carrialoo and explored the NW end for a route to the
top. We found the track down from here but didn't managed to get to the very top because
of one small awkward climb. Instead of taking the normal 'Ron' route down to Yarrunga
Creek we decided to take an unknown NW ridge down. (Well, unknown to us!) This proved
to be a bit of a mistake because it was quite slow and took longer than anticipated. The
day had heated up, and at least two of us had underestimated our water requirements, we
were very grateful to see the creek when we did! We picked up the old logging trail at the
creek and exited to the cars via the Griffins firetrail. Some departed at this point and the
rest of us headed for the pub at Kangaroo Valley for a cold drink.
Afterwards we head to Coolana for the night and had and enjoyable evening around the
fire. Some of us discussed the merits of each other’s tents, others looked for wombats, we
all had a great time! (It was very encouraging to see two of our new prospectives with some
beautiful new light weight gear!)
SUN 31 OCT – Day Walk – S222E
10km
Kangaroo Valley area: - Morton NP
Tallowa Dam wall - Apple Tree Flat - cross river - search for route onto south end Purri
Plateau – search for route off north east end of Purri Plateau - Tallowa Dam Wall.
Walk Report:
A very wise, unanimous decision was made on Sunday morning to leave Purri Plateau for a
cooler day, and we all headed back to the Kangaroo Valley pub for an egg and bacon
breakfast instead!
SUN 31 OCT – Day Walk – Easy
10km
Blue Mountains NP:
Neates Glen and the Grand Canyon with variations
Walk Report:
As usual we enjoyed a spectacular walk through Grand Canyon with the added attraction for
me to see what NP has done during the closure. National Parks has done a nice job. The
track has been enhanced and the crossing of Greaves Creek at the bottom of Neates Glen is
definitely an improvement. The track is sanitised which is perhaps a pity, but overall it is
nice. Coffee after in Katoomba
WEEKEND 30-31 OCT – Weekend Walk – M212
Q
20km
The Blue Labyrinth:
Woodford - Woodford Range - Glenbrook Creek - Magdala Creek - Springwood.
Walk Report:
Despite an incident early in the walk I decide to proceed even though we had lost over 3
hours (my original walk plan allowed for some time to explore a side creek on Saturday
afternoon anyway). Saturday was quite hard - off-track, rainforest, lawyer vine, rock
hopping and scrambling. We did not camp until 5:30pm. These prospective certainly earnt
this Q walk. Great group that worked well together.

Activity Participants
Bill Holland
& Others

Maureen Carter
David Carter
Kenn Clacher
Richard Darke

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Ian Thorpe
Dianne Hurst
Stephen Dolphin
Andrew Vilder
Rebecca Lorch (P)
Jason Lorch (P)
Roger Xue (P)
Neena Wang (P)

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Ian Thorpe
Dianne Hurst
Stephen Dolphin
Andrew Vilder
Rebecca Lorch (P)
Jason Lorch (P)
Patrick McNaught
Connie Lee
Ron Watters
David Norton
Jim Close
Therese Wannisch
Lily Ng
Francis Bertrand
George Bertrand
Tony Holgate
Saied Ghasempony(P)
Anton Sokolovski (P)
Martin Samociuk (P)
Andreas Oolong (P)
Gail Hansen (P)
Fiona Howe (P)
Sara Ching (P)
& Others
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The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland
Christmas is just around the corner and the only extended activity remaining is the stay at Dunns Swamp to finish a
most successful year. All of our outings have been well attended except in September when the planned camping at
Yalwal did not go due to late cancellations. At other times we attracted an average of 10 participants to join us at:
Dunns Swamp (Feb) Currawong (Mar) Canberra (Apr) Tombara (Apr/May) O’Grady’s Retreat (June) Myola (Aug) New
England (Oct) and we expect a similar number at Dunns Swamp this month.
In October we stayed at Banksia point in New England Nation Park. Fourteen members attended for five days of
walking and socialising. We were fortunate to enjoy good weather particularly as this area is noted for wet weather
at this time of the year. There were walks in different areas of the magnificent rainforest and to Cathedral Rocks
and Ebor Falls. In evenings we gathered around a campfire.
Here are the activities planned for coming months:
Dunns Swamp Mon 22nd – Fri 26th November:
Dunns Swamp is near Rylstone and is very popular for camping and
bushwalking. It boasts one of the cleanest waterways in NSW, making it great
for a swim or canoe paddle. Basic facilities for campfires and toilets are
available in the camping reserve. There are many walking tracks and large rock
formations that offer spectacular views of the river and surrounding bush. The
plan will be to base camp during mid-week to avoid the weekend crowds. The
weather at this time of the year should be warm and very suitable for water
activities.
Car Camping at Myall Lakes 21st - 25th February
There are four interconnected lakes with many camping grounds. The area is
attractive for kayaking, walking swimming and bird watching. There will be a
daily NPWS fee payable and park entry fees. We will camp by the cars.
There will be a daily NPWS fee payable and park entry fees
Return to “Villa Paradiso” Myola 14th to 18th March
This time we will stay in the larger house but numbers are limited to eight
people. I will accept firm bookings with $50 deposit and as this was very
popular last time your early response is required to fit within this limit. The
house is modern and comfortable and is surrounded by beautiful bush. The bay
and the creek are fantastic places for all sorts of water sport activities. A nice
stroll through the bush brings you to the kilometres long beaches of the bay.
April: (date to be advised) “Bielany” is a 40 acre Semi Wilderness
recreational, picnic and camping ground located on the Banks of the
picturesque Colo River, approximately 80km north west of Sydney. Bielany is
opened to picnickers and campers throughout the year and is also available for
group bookings such as 4WD Clubs, Scouts, church groups, social gatherings,
and other occasions. No booking has been made at this stage until indications
of interest have been received.
More Mid-Week Day Walks Required!
Tony Holgate is anxious to have more activities (walking, cycling, and kayaking) for the Summer Walks
Programme. The holiday months of December and January offer great opportunities with many people wanting to
walk on easier walks in the warmer weather.
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking,
cycling, kayaking during the quiet times of the week when others are working hard to support us.
The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking. Some
even prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in
the outdoors. In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we
need to know you are coming.
If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting
Bill Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com
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Trek4Timor – “Wandering Women”
Karen Kool
Inspired by Kaye Walker, SBW member, I gathered a few women
friends together (previously unknown to one another) to participate
in Trek4Timor http://www.trekfortimorbm.org.au held for the first
time in the Blue Mountains this year. Trek4Timor is a fundraiser for
communities in Timor especially focusing on women’s and
children’s issues. It operates on a much smaller scale than Wild
Endurance or Oxfam with a maximum of 250 participants and
fundraising goals of $30,000. Kaye was a volunteer for the event. I
was drawn to participate because it provided an opportunity to get
behind local supporting organisations based in the Blue Mountains
that are actively engaged with community programs in Timor
Leste. Another attraction to T4T was the choice between walking
distances in the event. Like some other walk fundraisers, there is
an option to walk a 45 km section but there is a gentler 13 km
Karen, Monica and teammates
option too. It was the latter that appealed to me as it gave the
chance to draw a few friends together who like walking but, for various reasons, don’t do much of it.
Saturday 18 September was a glorious spring day with ideal weather for walking in the Blue Mountains. Our
team, “Wandering Women” (as in “not all who wander are lost”) started at Wilson Park, Wentworth Falls and
finished at Leura Cascades. There were stunning views from various advantage points along the route and
beautiful waterfalls. We were inspired on the steeper ascent sections by photos of village people from Timor
Leste with words of encouragement beneath. The event was very well organized and volunteer staff cheered
all across the finish line as teams came in at various times of the day. Our team of wanderers really enjoyed
participating in the event and adopted a leisurely pace with stops at lookouts, to take photos and for snacks.
Caroline, Monica, Marie and Louise all felt inspired to go on walks more often.
Trek4Timor organizers were pleased with a full registration of 250 participants and success in raising more than
$60,000, double which anticipated. I would like to encourage others to participate in T4T in 2011, whether for
the 45 km distance or the 13 km option. Awareness of T4T is growing and, with a full registration capacity
reached this year, it would be advisable to register early.
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Book Review
Paddling around New South Wales by Scott Rawstorne & Geoff Greenwood
Published by Total R&R Pty Limited 2010
I have noticed that as injured and ancient knees are slowing us bushwalkers down we are taking to the water in
kayaks or canoes. Rawstorne and Greenwood have written a very valuable book that not only gives detailed
descriptions of interesting paddling all over New South Wales but also notes the distance, time taken, start and
finish points, parking, location of toilets and conditions to be expected on
the water.
They give a detailed description of each route complete with maps and
include interesting historical information and notes on local eateries. I was
intrigued with the quotations at the end of each paddle and one of my
favourites is “Find ecstasy in life; the mere sense of living is joy enough” –
Emily Dickinson.
I was familiar with many of the Sydney and South Coast paddles but
appreciated the effort which must have gone into describing paddles in far
flung places such as Chaffey Dam, near Nundle and just south of Tamworth
or a 22 km trip on the Edward River in the Riverina at Deniliquin.
Chapters are also included on equipment, clothing, skills and safety. This
book which is full of delightful coloured photographs can be obtained by
www.escapology.com.au
or
email
logging
on
to
paddle@escapology.com.au . A generous discount is available for those
purchasing more than one copy.
It would certainly make a wonderful gift, if you could part with it after enjoying the paddle descriptions which
abound with the sense of humour of the authors. Better still, do what I did and buy several. You will also be
rewarded with monthly bulletins on the latest interesting paddling destinations which the authors have
discovered.
Maureen Carter

Kosciuszko Huts Update
The reconstruction of Dr Forbes hat has been completed, and the grand opening was held recently.
The reconstruction of the Opera House Hut is nearly complete, but some finishing touches are required.
Unfortunately its a “walk in” either from above or by sidling around from the road, as access through the
tunnel is not allowed on safety grounds.
As you know, Whites Hut was partially burnt inside this winter due to an accident. In any case KHA were
planning to restump the Piles this summer and thus the opportunity to do a complete rebuild may be taken up..
Upcoming Hut maintenance trips are:
•
•
•

Davies Hut 9-12 Dec 10
Cootapatambe Hut 21-23 Jan 11
Schlink Hut – 4 March 11 (TBC)

Contact hmosouth@kosciiszkohuts.org.a to register
More information can be found at:
KHA web site: http://www.kosciuszkohuts.org.au/
KHA Blog: http://khuts.org.blog
KHA Forum: http://khuts.org/forum where you can directly
interact and have “your say”.
Ian Wolfe
(Your Obscure KHA Huts Association Delegate)
0413662370
Cootapatambe Hut
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Orienteering Course at Coolana
In concert with the Coolana Committee your Club Committee is progressing with the planning to set up a
permanent Orienteering Course at Coolana, for the purpose of providing a mechanism to train Members,
Leaders and Search & Rescue Teams in navigation, route finding and party management etc. Such training can
be as part of an organised Event, or self initiated. The course can also be used as a means to just enjoy “a walk
in the bush “.
We have liaised with the Quakers, who own the Property adjacent to Coolana. They have graciously agreed to
provide permission for us to place some of the Markers on their land and to allow “transit” access to our
Members (and we have granted them reciprocal rights).
The concept is to have approximately 20 Markers (each with a unique code) spread out across both Properties,
at suitable objectives to navigation too i.e. a Creek bend or a Spur junction or the Boundary Pegs of the
Property. A Master Map and Score Sheet would be created, and copies made available to Members. Members
can then decide how many Markers they want to strive for, and then design their own course i.e. a Line, or a U,
or a circle, or a Score Event incorporating all the Markers.
To make this happen, we need some Markers – ideally these are:
-

Weather proof and low maintenance - made of UV resistant Plastic
Red or Yellow in colour (so that they can be seen from 20-30m away i.e. the aim is to make them fairly
visually unobtrusive, but not turn it into a “Treasure Hunt”
In the shape of either a Drum, a 4 sided box or a 3 sided box, with sides at least 30 x 30 cms
Able to be hung from a Tree, and able to have some rocks placed in them to weigh them down (the 10
Litre Plastic Containers with handles, used to carry chemicals would be ideal)
Able to be sourced free, or at a minimal price from a Member who has suitable “Contacts”. We could
record this as a “Donation” from a gifting Organisation/Company, and potentially provide suitable
recognition/acknowledgement in the Newsletter, on our Web Page and via a Plaque at Coolana

So, if you are a Member with “Contacts” (or know someone who does) please make an approach, and then
contact me to progress the proposal.
Once we have secured the Markers, a work party will then be organised to set up the course over a weekend.
Volunteers with GPSs will be very welcome.
Ian Wolfe
Vice President
ianmcwolfe@hotmail.com Work Phone 02 8087 1825, Home Phone 02 9904 3370, Mobile 0413662370

Member to Member Promotions
The SBW Committee has agreed to allow members to promote their goods and services to other members with
a small advertisement in the Magazines and Newsletters. These goods and services do not have to be related to
bushwalking.
The Club will observe the take-up of the option and may put a small charge on the adverts.

Would you like to advertise your
business or services here?
If so send your advertisement in
and we will see what we can do!

Ex-president and Honorary Life Member of the Club,
David Trinder has had many years experience in
architecture & building construction. He would like
to help you with the design of any construction
projects you have coming up. House extension,
new houses, commercial, he has done it all and
wants to do more. Contact David on 9542 1465 /
0417 113 006 or email dt28@tpg.com.au

Please ensure that your
advertisement fits in a text box
this size.
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Social Program
Kathy Gero
17th Nov
8pm

15th Dec
6:30pm

The Gardens of Stone Stage 2 Park Proposal Presentation
Tara Cameron, President of the Blue Mountains Conservation Society will discuss the Gardens of
Stone Stage 2 Park proposal by showing a series of vivid slide shows set to music. So come and
learn about the home of the 300 sisters! This area abounds in beautiful pagodas, lush valleys &
shrub swamps which need protection. (You can read a little more about the proposal in the
article in the next monthly newsletter)

The FABULOUS SBW Xmas Party

Just bring a plate of delicious food to share. The club will provide all beverages and all
culinary necessities. The "who's who in SBW" will surely be there, so come and find out about
all the gossip and celebrate the end of 2010.

PLEASE NOTE THERE IS NO COMMITTEE MEETING OR NEW MEMBER'S NIGHT IN JANUARY.
HOWEVER:
5th Jan

Annual Balmoral Walk & Picnic
4pm Walk (Before Beach Picnic)
This walk will commence around 4 pm and is planned to finish at Balmoral Beach at around 6
pm in time to join the others for the beach picnic. The length of the walk and route depends
on the heat of the day. Beach swimming is an option.
6pm Beach Picnic at Balmoral Beach
The annual SBW feature event. Come to the southern end of Balmoral Beach and join with old
and new members for a very enjoyable evening. Bring along a picnic meal or buy fish and chips
at the nearby shops.
No need to phone but if assistance is required call me on 4296 3084 (m) 0418 210 290 or
email billholland@bigpond.com

16th Feb
8pm

Paddling Around Tasmania
Club member, Phil Newman, will give a talk based on his circumnavigation of Tasmania with his
buddy Richard Barnes in 2007. The talk will include the planning, preparation, the actual event
and lessons learnt. This should be a most interesting and insightful evening.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!
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